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In the early hours of this morning the Reserve Bank of New Zealand opted
to hike its main interest rate for the fifth consecutive meeting - a hiking
cycle that began back in October. This cycle has so far brought rates in the
region from a pandemic all-time low point of 0.25%, up to today's 2.00%
after this morning's 50 basis point increase.
"A larger and earlier increase in the (official cash rate) reduces the risk of
inflation becoming persistent, while also providing more policy flexibility
ahead in light of the highly uncertain global economic environment" the
bank's statement read. The RBNZ now projects the cash rate will rise to 4%
over the next year and remain there into 2024.
"A broad range of indicators highlight that productive capacity constraints
and ongoing inflation pressures remain prevalent" the central bank said,
adding that headwinds are strong and heightened global economic
uncertainty and inflation are dampening global and domestic consumer
confidence.
The NZD/USD currency pair appreciated initially after the release, having
since pared some of those gains but still 0.15% higher on the day to 0.647.
New Zealand's 10yr bond yield has risen to 3.55%, the yield having touched
a nearly 7-year high of 3.89% earlier this month. The country's NZX50
equity index traded 0.66% lower overnight, now down 14.3% YTD.

Glencore
Anglo-Swiss multinational commodity trading and mining company
Glencore plc (fourth largest mining company by market cap, $87.2b) has
pleaded guilty to multiple counts of bribery and market manipulation this
week. The firm will pay fines of up to $1.5b following investigations in the
US, UK, and Brazil that have uncovered cases of corruption.
Glencore will pay roughly $1.1b to authorities in the United States and
$40m to Brazilian officials, with the amount due to the UK to be finalised at
a sentence hearing.
The shares are actually about 1.7% stronger on Wednesday to £5.285 and
are 6.3% higher this week so far. While this may come as somewhat of a
surprise to many investors, the uncertainty factor from these investigations
has now been removed from the equation for Glencore, giving the stock a
boost.

RBNZ25/05/2022 - Fed meeting minutes
26/05/2022 - US GDP
27/05/2022 - US Core PCE inflation
31/05/2022 - Eurozone CPI inflation

Equities: European markets are marginally higher this morning, with
volatility likely to stay low throughout the day ahead of tonight's Fed
minutes. Stocks across the board were in the red on Tuesday amid
growing recession fears, with the Eurozone seeing worse losses than
the US and UK, the benchmark EuroStoxx50 down 1.6% on the day.
The general mood remains dominated by the macro environment, as
central banks attempt to balance the risks of runaway inflation and
slowing growth. Interestingly, earlier on we saw two ECB officials both
speak out against a 50 basis point rate hike in the region this July.
The VIX has moved slightly higher today to $29.75, futures in the States
are quiet however and will remain like this until after tonight's release.

Safe-havens: Gold prices have sold off on Wednesday as the Dollar firmed
and traders await the Fed minutes release this evening. The precious metal is
currently 0.4% weaker to $1,857 after moving higher over recent sessions.
Treasury bond yields fell on Tuesday as investors question whether the US
and global economies are strong enough for central banks to tighten policy as
much as they plan to. The US 10yr yield touched a 1-month low yesterday
after shedding almost 11 basis points to 2.72%.

Looking ahead: The ECB's Financial Stability Review, which is an assessment
of conditions in the financial system and potential risks to stability (released
twice yearly), is due to be released at some stage today. Attention later on will
begin to shift to the Fed's meeting minutes, which will be released at 7pm
Irish time.
Germany, France, Switzerland will have bank holidays on Thursday, certain
markets will see closures. We would expect to see lower volumes and volatility
across the rest of Europe throughout the session. The second reading of Q1
US GDP will come due around lunchtime tomorrow, not expected to move
markets hugely. The likely more important figure will come on Friday in the
form of US Core PCE inflation.

Currencies: The US Dollar stabilised in early trade on Wednesday after
falling again yesterday as a slump in social media stocks stoked further
recession fears for the nation. Expectations for the path of US interest
rates are being trimmed slightly, reducing support that they have given
to the greenback in recent weeks.
Markets are pricing in for two more 50bp hikes from the Fed, followed
by 25bp moves which would bring us to 2.50% - 2.75% by December.
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